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www.iknowwhereyourcarparks.com
When you look at the Web 2.0 ecosphere, you will recognize, that the most unlikely services wins. Or did you really
expected that one of the most used services allows you to send 140 chars in a time when 10 GBit/s per lamda is quite
normal? Well ... i have an idea for a Web 2.0, too: It´s called http://www.iknowwhereyourcarparks.com.
It´s a solution for a worldwide problem: Your girlfriend or your boyfriend found a new significant other and you need the
position of the car to proof your eternal love by cutting a heart into the tyres of the car? You want the job of a colleague
thus you have to mob him out of his job and want to place some horse shit on his car when the sun burns? No problem
.... http://www.iknowwhereyourcarparks.com is the solution.
You just place a request into the service: At first you describe the car. License plate, colour, type, exact model of the car
and possible locations. As much as possible. But just the licence plate and the colour is displayed to others Then you
specify a reward and you pay it via PayPal to the service. Interested people can lookup searchrequests in their region.
When they find it, they have to describe the car. When all conditions match, the money is transferd to the account of the
finder. The service is financed by a service fee of 5% per transaction.
To further leverage the user base a second service comes to my mind: www.letsbreakit.com. In the standard, free
version you just the tutorials for immobilizing the car. The premium subscription version provides tutorials for spectacular
sabotage. Obviously there must be a webshop with special knives even for durable tyres or tools to cut the pipes of the
braking system. Or special sugar for the gas tank.
PS: Just in case, you didn´t got it already ... this was a joke
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English, Mindfuck at 08:09
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